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Abstract

The birth of an original musical composition typically starts with a simple

idea. Such ideas begin to grow as the musician develops them over time. Ideas

give birth to new ideas. The musician begins to piece their ideas together to

form fuller musical phrases. Over time this matures into a full composition.

But what if these ideas occur during inconvenient times? Or what if musicians

are in a recording studio, but the computer software is too cumbersome to use

or slow to respond? The idea may be lost forever. The aim of this project is

to design a system to help musicians capture, enrich and archive their ideas

without imposing restrictions on what formats their ideas should be in. Guided

by a diary study, a hypermedia environment called Expeditee was extended to

give the musicians the freedom to organize and develop their ideas in a way

that suits them. The underlying data-model of the hypermedia environment

was exploited to give raw audio compositions a hierarchical structure. To aid

musicians in retrieving their ideas, a melody search engine was integrated into

the system. A formative study showed that musicians generally would use a

hypermedia environment for capturing and managing their musical moments.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Musicians come up with ideas for songs in many settings. Deep Purple, a

successful heavy metal band in the 1970s well known for their song “Smoke

On The Water,” got their inspiration for this song when the Montreux Casino

was accidentally burnt down from a flare gun fired off inside the premise during

a Frank Zappa and The Mothers of Invention concert. Deep Purple saw the

smoke from the fire spreading across Lake Geneva from the relative safety of

their hotel room which in effect inspired the lyrics of their work-in-progress

[20]. The Bee Gees, a successful singing trio of brothers started in the late 50s

as shown in Figure 1.1, composed a number one hit called “Jive Talkin’.” The

rhythm was inspired by the “chunka-chunka-chunka” sound of a car rolling over

a bridge crossing Biscayne Bay near Miami.1 These examples are a testament

to the fact that many musical ideas are spontaneous and can occur in any

setting.

Songs are typically developed from a string of ideas that fit nicely together.

The nature of an idea is spontaneous, no one can predetermine when they are

about to have an idea. This poses a problem for the musician: they do not

always have the means to capture their ideas, especially when they occur

1Refer to http://www.songfacts.com/detail.php?id=1793 or http://answers.

yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20070917154233AAMXKjm.
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Figure 1.1: The Bee Gees, a successful singing trio of brothers

outside of their home or recording studio. Furthermore, even if they had the

means to capture their ideas, how is this done? Are they restricted to scribbles

in a notebook? Where do they store their ideas and how to they manage them

over time? Elton John has written so many songs, that he employs someone

to check that when he comes up with a new tune that it is actually new, and

not one he has subconsciously conjured up from the past without knowing it!

It may not only be hard for musicians to try and locate one of their recorded

ideas, but over time the task will increase in difficulty; furthermore what about

finding specific or related musical ideas?

The aim of this project was to design a system to help musicians cap-

ture, enrich and archive their ideas in their most rawest forms. An existing

hypermedia system was extended for providing the free-form environment for

manipulating ideas. A search mechanism for querying by melody was inte-

grated into the system to help musicians retrieve ideas in cases where they are

unable to recall textual information (for example a lyric).

The central hypothesis posed for this project was: would musicians prefer

capturing, enriching, organising and searching for ideas in a hypermedia system
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as opposed to a combination of a flat-file system with a traditional style track

editing application?

Synopsis

The structure of the report is as follows: Chapter 2 reports on an ethnographic

based investigation on musical ideas using diaries and dictaphones. A list of

software requirements for the system was extracted from the observations of

the diary study. Chapter 3 gives a background on traditional track editing sys-

tems, and discusses a range of hypermedia systems, evaluating each system in

terms of the requirements formulated for this project. Chapter 4 describes the

implementation phase for extending an open source hypermedia environment

called Expeditee. Chapter 5 presents a user study which used the developed

system to help evaluate the hypothesis. Chapter 6 concludes with the findings

from the user studies.

Four appendices accompany this report. Appendix A presents a table sum-

marizing all the ideas captured by the participants in the diary study. Ap-

pendix B provides reference to the full set of post interview questions for the

diary study. Appendix C provides reference to the specific set of tasks used

for the evaluation of this project. Finally, Appendix D provides the inter-

view questions used throughout the experiments used for the evaluation of

this project.



Chapter 2

Diary Study: Discovering the

Needs of a Musician

A qualitative diary study was performed to understand when, where and in

what settings musical ideas occur. The feedback obtained from the study was

used to refine the set of goals initially specified when starting the project, and

to discover any crucial needs that were not thought of, and ultimately help

guide the implementation of the project.

The participants chosen for the diary study were musicians, the target end-

users of this software system. The participants had to record their ideas in a

notebook and/or audio recorder (dictaphone or mobile phone) over a period

of two weeks. A diary study was chosen because it suits the spontaneous

nature of an idea: the use of diaries and recorders meant small time-windows

between the occurrence of an idea and capturing it. In doing so, many biases

are avoided because the data is recorded in a natural way [18].

2.1 Pilot studies

It was important for pilot diary studies to be carried out before the full-scaled

diary studies commenced to ensure that the final results would be as valuable
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Figure 2.1: Pages for scribing ideas—in first notebook prototype

as possible [6]. Figure 2.1 displays two pages in the notebook that was used.

The header of the first page (on left) captures the date and time and location—

such information was used for looking for patterns or common cases for when

and where ideas occur. The pages were mostly blank, printed staves were

omitted to avoid suggesting to participants that they should scribe their ideas

in a certain way. It might be that classical notation is a common way to

represent ideas, but there are many other alternative forms.

The first pilot study was a self-study (as I myself compose music) to give

insight into what the participants would be experiencing. After three days, the

experience highlighted that the initial notebook design was too large (10cm by

14cm) and that some ideas were most naturally expressed using the recorder

or the notebook, but not both. The conclusion: that a notebook and audio

recorder must be supplied to all participants for the diary studies.

An interesting limitation arose from this experience. Ideas often came in

social settings (when other people were in the perimeter of hearing my voice),

and I found it too embarrassing to randomly sing or even hum into a recorder.
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Figure 2.2: The front cover of a notebook

Such ideas would either be roughly scribed in the notebook, or if possible

recorded somewhere more private, or in the worst case left uncaptured and

forgotten.

A second pilot study was performed over a period of three days, this time

using a musician other than myself. The second pilot study was much the

same as the self-study except the notebook was slightly smaller (9.5cm by

12cm) in order to fit comfortably in a pocket. The production of the notebook

was of a higher quality, using a hard-backing and colored design on the front

as shown in Figure 2.2. Spiral binding was used as opposed to staples, and

it was covered with a clear acetate sheet. The reason for producing a higher

quality notebook was to send the participants the message that the study was

of importance, and so they would feel like they were contributing to something
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more professional.

A post-interview was conducted after the participant finished the diary

study. The interview probed the musical background of the participant (as

well as computer experience and use of existing musical software), reflected

on the experiences of the participant during the study, and gathered their

thoughts and critiques of the diary study itself. See Appendix B for a full

set of the interview questions. Their feedback on the diary study was largely

positive. The participant mentioned that “it would have been good if the idea

pages had printed staves” so that the participant would not have to manually

draw a series of staves whenever they came up with a new idea. This pushed

the decision to include printed staves on some of the idea pages. To avoid bias

of suggesting that the participants must use the printed staves for melodies

and chords study, it was stated clearly that the staves were optional and that

there were no restrictions to what they could write. Another critique from the

pilot participant was that the diary was too small. The size of final notebook

study therefore was enlarged to 9.5cm by 13.5cm. When the pilot study was

being explained to the participant, an example idea was written in their diary

on an idea page as shown in Figure 2.1, under “idea 0” (reserved especially

for the example). The zero-indexing of idea pages must have confused the

participant: they scribbled out the example then recorded their first (written)

idea under “idea 0.” This made it difficult to distinguish whether the ink on

this page was from the example or from the participants thought-processes

while developing their idea. Thus a decision was made to explicitly denote the

example idea page as “Example” to avoid confusion.

2.2 Full-scale study

A total of five participants took part in the full scale diary study which was

performed over a period of two weeks. The motivation for choosing two weeks
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was to capture ideas naturally, as opposed to forcing the participants to come

up with ideas within a small time-period.

Unfortunately two-weeks turned out to be too long: the participant in the

three day pilot study recorded the most ideas out of all participants’. Of the

five participants only three of them recorded their ideas using the recorder, the

remaining two used the notepads only. One possible reason for this might be

that the participants procrastinated, forgetting about it until the last minute.

Although the participants were told that they did not have to completely fill up

the notebook (of up to 16 ideas), at the post interview some of the participants

apologized for not filling up the book—they must have forgotten that they only

had to record what naturally came to them. It might have been that some

of the participants felt overwhelmed by the large notebook and time-frame

and chose not to record as many ideas as they could have. Furthermore, the

participants who only recorded several sketchy ideas could have scribbled them

in at the last minute. If this study was to be repeated, a period of one week

would be recommended, and possibly a notebook with less pages.

The audio recorders used in the study were all digital so that the audio

could be easily analyzed. However some participants found them difficult to

use: the recorders required headphones for playback, and the participants

found the interface troublesome. This may have played a part into why some

of the participants did not make use of the digital recorders. Once again if

this study were to be repeated then more user-friendly audio recorders should

be sourced, if possible.

2.3 Results

Because the pilot study and the full study were almost identical, the data

gather from the pilot study was aggregated and analysed with the data gath-

ered from full scale study. Even though the amount of ideas collected from
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this study was smaller than hoped for, the variation and quality of the data

from the diaries, audio-recorders and interviews, provided rich insights into

the mind of a musician.

2.3.1 Participant backgrounds and computer experience

All the participants could play at least two instruments, they all had band

experience, and most of them were studying or studied a music-related de-

gree. All of the participants had experience with computers, all of them used

Internet-based and music editing software and 5/6 of them used office-suites.

Participants spent between 10-28 hours a week using a computer, averaging at

15.25.

2.3.2 Idea data

Appendix A provides a summary of all the ideas captured in the study. A

total of 59 ideas were captured, where 31 of those ideas were recorded on the

dictaphones. The average time of an audio recording was 70 seconds, excluding

the two outliers that lasted for 469 and 318 seconds. All but one of the ideas

recorded by the dictaphone involved a guitar (for playing the chords). The

most common type of idea written into the notebooks were lyrical. Of the 35

ideas where the location of the occurrence of the idea was also recorded, 31 of

them occurred at the participants’ homes.

2.3.3 Interviews: A reflection of the diary study

Outside the parameters of the study, four of the participants usually recorded

their ideas. One of them recorded their ideas in their home studio, two of

them recorded their ideas remotely by saving their lyrical ideas as text mes-

sages in their mobile phones, the other used a digital dictaphone. Three of

these four participants archived their ideas. One archived their ideas on their
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home computers file system, they used a professional track editing software

package called Logic Pro. One participant used their own paper-based archiv-

ing system, where they record lyrics in a book that is alphabetically organized:

they record their musical ideas on an analogue tape (cross referenced to a note-

book for logging start-times and other information). When the tape becomes

full old ideas are over-written when they get new ideas. Another participant

organised their ideas remotely on their digital dictaphone, giving them the

ability to create their own folders and move recording to wherever they want.

There was not sufficient enough information to determine common times,

patterns or contexts for when and where musical ideas usually occur. Even

though the data gathered in the diaries suggests that although the participants

tended to get their ideas when they are at home, it might have been because

they forgot to bring the diary/notebook with them when they were out and

about. Remote ideas could happen just as frequently as ideas at a musicians

home. One of the participants owned a specialized mobile phone for musicians

called “LG Real Groovy.” The phone was preloaded with a suite of music

recording applications such as a MIDI keyboard, score editor and an audio

recorder (the output of which can be uploaded to a computer). This is one of

many examples of phones that support, or are preloaded with, idea-capturing

software. More advanced phones like Apple’s iPhone, with its touch screen,

support more heavy-weight idea capturing to archive ideas remotely. One of

the participants noted that using their mobile phone was really good because

they always had it on them, as opposed to having to remember to bring an

extra device/notebook with them wherever they went.

Generally the participants felt that a dictaphone and notebook was suffi-

cient for capturing their ideas. However the common pitfall that some of the

participants noted was that the dictaphone lacked the ability to record over

an existing recording (while playing at the same time), a technique known as

overdubbing. Two participants noted that it lacked capturing the source of
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the idea’s inspiration: making it difficult to recall the thoughts behind what

they were trying to express when they later came back to it. One of the partic-

ipants noted how providing a richer mechanism for data capture to document

the inspiration would be ideal, such as a particular photo or video for memory

cues.

2.4 Conclusions

Summarising the findings, there was no need in this project to focus on cap-

turing ideas remotely because there are many solutions widely available on a

wide range of remote platforms, such as the Apple’s iPhone. The point was

also reinforced by the finding that, in this study at least, ideas are more often

recorded at the home of the musicians. All the participants had experience

with music related software geared for producing completed songs, but none

of them used any other solutions that allowed them to sketch out their ideas

before producing them into something fuller, or using them as another source

of inspiration. There appears to be a need for musicians to have a system for

recording rough ideas, which only has to be accessible from their own home.

If it happens that the remote capturing of ideas is a crucial need, the system

could be used on a lap-top which can be used for remote capture, or musicians

could use an existing remote-capture solution (such as the “LG Real Groovy”

mobile phone) and later upload it to the home-based system.

There is a need to archive ideas. This includes not only providing support

for keeping old ideas, but also for the developments leading up to other ideas.

The organization of the ideas should be up to the user, for example alphabetical

ordering, or grouping by genre/mood.

Providing support for recording raw audio recordings and text is crucial.

Other types of ideas should be supported, such as classical notations, or even

their own notations. Ideas can consist of multiple pieces of information, such
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as raw audio and text combined. Therefore support for directly associating, or

grouping different types of media together is needed. Supporting the ability to

associate other multimedia such as images or video to the ideas was also pro-

posed for documenting sources of inspiration that sparked the idea. Allowing

the users to record overdubs is also a desirable function mentioned by half of

the participants, so they can record over existing audio and try new variations

of an idea.

Generally the participants not only liked to develop their musical ideas

for performance later in public, but also as a self expression and enjoyment

factor. One participant described the development of musical ideas as “like

little pieces of artwork”. This became an analogy for the system developed

for this project: with a painter and their notebook, ideas are quickly sketched

out to the page, so why not look to achieve the equivalent experience for a

musician? The process with a painter is quick to transfer their ideas to the page

so their thought processes are not lost. The sketches are rough, but conveyed

in sufficient detail so that they know exactly how the polished picture will look

like, even if they later come back to it years afterward. The artist’s sketches

even may not be what they want first time round, they might augment it later,

or flip the page to take a different perspective. Inspired by this analogy, the

observations from the diary study were used to help shape the development

of a software tool to help a musician capture (and augment) their musical

moments.



Chapter 3

Background

This chapter contains four sections: Section 3.1 presents a list of software

requirements extracted from the observations of the diary study, Section 3.2

establishes a traditional model for track editing systems and evaluates existing

solutions in terms of the software requirements. Section 3.3 gives background

on hypermedia environments, the paradigm used for capturing and managing

musical ideas. Section 3.4 gives background on a system called Expeditee, the

specific hypermedia platform chosen for developing this project.

3.1 Software requirements

Chapter 2 described and analysed a diary study performed to discover the

needs of a musician, with regards to capturing, editing and managing musical

ideas. The following list of requirements for the planned software is based on

this analysis:

Capturing 1. Musicians must be able to capture their ideas and the sources

of inspiration of the ideas—in the most expressive way possible. The

software tool must support a wide range of formats, including text, raw

audio recordings, images and the ability for users to store their own

representations (such as scribbles or classical notations).
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Capturing 2. Musicians must be able to capture their ideas as quickly as

possible, experiencing minimal to no distractions from the user interface

between the time they have the idea and the time they record it, to

prevent the ideas being lost during the capture process.

Overdubbing. The tool must support layering of new audio over existing

recordings, so the users can enrich the embryonic idea.

Developing. The tool must allow for musicians to modify and extend ideas

as freely as possible. The interface must be streamlined and simplistic

so that varying or extending an idea should be quick and effortless.

Archiving. Musicians must be able to store all their ideas, including the

developments of their ideas, so that they can be later recalled.

Organising. Musicians must be able to group idea data together and organize

their data in a way that suits them.

3.2 Traditional models used by existing solu-

tions

The diary study found that all of the participants were experienced in using

a range music editing software packages. For example Apple’s Garageband1,

Digidesign’s Pro Tools2 and/or Sibelius3.

Typical track editing software packages like Garageband or Pro Tools share

a common data model for storing and conveying songs. Figure 3.1 shows a

screen-shot of Garageband. A song is comprised of multiple tracks, laid out

vertically as a sequential list. The horizontal axes represents the time-line

1See www.apple.com/ilife/garageband for more information
2See www.digidesign.com/index.cfm?navid=349&langid=100&itemid=33116 for

more information
3See www.sibelius.com for more information
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Figure 3.1: A screen-shot of Garageband

of the song. The time-line can be scaled to get either a closer view of the

audio or an overview of the tracks. There are different types of tracks, for

example Figure 3.1 shows eight different tracks, including a drum, guitar and

bongo track. The mixing levels of a track can be adjusted, for example typical

equalization parameters or post-processing effects such as reverberation. Songs

are stored as a single file. Some track editing software packages like Audacity

save a song as multiple files. These systems usually support a mix of MIDI

and raw audio.

Typical track editing software packages do not meet all the requirements

established for this project because they have different aims: to produce full

quality songs, some at a professional level. The analogy of the painter and their

notebook does not fit well with these data models because users are forced to

work with a list structure as opposed to a blank canvas. These system do not

support images, and rarely support storing text. Some of the participants in

the diary study use Microsoft Word to save their lyrical ideas.
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Figure 3.2: A screen-shot of Sibelius’ Ideas Hub window

Sibelius, one of the software packages commonly used by the participants in

the diary study, is a software package designed for composing musical scores.

It is a MIDI-based system which expresses music in classical notation and

textual lyrics, but it does not support raw audio recordings. Sibelius is used

in education, for aiding students in learning the fundamentals of music theory,

and in the professional community, especially by publishers. Such systems like

Sibelius are not suitable for meeting the requirements for this project because

users must understand classical notation in order to capture melodic ideas.

The process of transferring a musical idea from a musicians mind to a

classical score is a laborious task. Musicians must shift their focus from their

new idea to working out how they can represent it in classical notation. A

musical moment could become distorted during this capturing process since

musicians must take time to transform their inspirational ideas. Classical

scores cannot preserve tone information, which could be the most important

part of an idea. The diary studies showed that only 3 of the 56 capture ideas

were in classical notation, clearly not a preference. Also musicians who play

by ear would not be able to use systems like Sibelius.
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Sibelius has a feature called the Ideas Hub which can be used to tag, store

and retrieve musical ideas (lyrics as text or melodies in classical notations).

Figure 3.2 shows a screen-shot of the Ideas Hub in action. The process of cap-

turing an idea requires the users to first scribe their ideas in classical notation,

chord sequences or text, bring up the ideas hub window, then drag and drop

their idea into the window. A power-user can speed the process by selecting

their ideas data and hitting a control sequence on the keyboard.

This model streamlines the capturing of the creative moments of a mu-

sician: the integrated archiving system is good in the way that it does not

require the users to deal with files, nor do they have to think about naming or

organizing their ideas until a later time. However the Sibelius archiving system

only stores classical notations or text. To find an idea, users can perform a

keyword search which lists the best matching ideas in the ideas hub window.

The users must fill out a form-like dialog in order to tag their ideas for them

to be searchable.

As a whole, the idea archiving model here is very rigid: users must follow a

specific sequence of steps to transfer their ideas from the mind into their idea

collection and organize them. This model of archiving ideas is one dimensional

because it does not allow the musician to organize their ideas in a way that

suits them.

Once musicians store their ideas in their digital archive, it is important

that they are able to locate existing ideas at later times. The Ideas Hub

feature in Sibelius supports this well as it integrates a search engine within

the application. Even if programs do not offer a search feature, most modern

operating systems have a ”search desktop” feature that can be used to index

and locate files (restricted by media type) that would allow the equivalent

operation to be undertaken by the user (if they make the connection that they

can break out of the main application and use this other bit of the system to

do what they need). Musicians may have moments of inspiration to build on
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an existing idea: in such cases it would be important that they can relocate

their existing idea quickly enough before their inspiration is lost or distorted

while they were trying to find the idea.

3.3 Hypermedia Environments

“The human mind...operates by association. With one item in its grasp, it

snaps instantly to the next that is suggested by the association of thoughts, in

accordance with some intricate web of trails carried by the cells of the brain”

[3] The words of Bush, 1945, widely considered to be the origins of the field

of hypertext [2]. The term itself was later coined by Nelson twenty years

later in 1965 [5, 3, 19]. Today the term is used loosely—as there are many

accepted definitions of what a hypertext system is. One simplistic definition

is: “windows on a screen are associated with objects in a database, and links

are provided between these objects, both visually and in the database” [5].

Hypermedia—the form we are interested in for this project—is a gener-

alization of hypertext. Essentially it is the linking structure at the heart of

hypertext extended to include multimedia such as images or audio [12]. Given

the range of definitions for hypertext, it is not uncommon to find the terms

hypertext and hypermedia used interchangeably. The World Wide Web is a

large scale example of a hypermedia system where nodes are represented as

pages and links are defined as URLs embedded in pages. Because the Web

can support a range of multimedia it is clearly a hypermedia environment as

opposed to a hypertext environment, even though the name of the carrier of

this rich multimedia structure is HTML—hyper text markup language.

Hypermedia environments provide an effective way for representing knowl-

edge, which is one of the reasons why a hypermedia environment was chosen

for storing musical ideas. Once a musician has stored their ideas it is important

that these ideas can be later presented to them for further developments or
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Figure 3.3: KMap: A hypertext based concept mapping tool

inspiration. Content stored in a hypermedia environment contains more infor-

mation than just the content itself: the underlying structure of the hyperme-

dia environment and the relationships that the content has with neighbouring

content (that is, content that is directly linked) provides extra context. A file

system provides extra context in terms of location of a file, however it does

not allow for content to be directly linked or associated with other content no

matter where the related content resides in the file system (for example a file,

or part of a file). The supplement context that hypermedia systems provides

can help musicians recall missing details of their ideas when reconstructing

them.

3.3.1 KMap

Gaines et al. discuss how concept maps are naturally represented in hyperme-

dia systems [9]. They found that user experience with their hypertext-based

system, KMap, was generally positive across a range of disciplines. Concept

mapping is a way of visualizing the relationships amongst different concepts.

For example, Figure 3.3 shows a typical concept map that solves a room alloca-

tion problem—represented as a semantic network which have interconnecting

relationships. Ideas are analogous to concepts: as they are pieces of knowledge
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which may associate or connect with other ideas. Concept maps (not to be

confused with the more restrictive form: mind maps) are also known to stim-

ulate or aid creativity [16]. This suggests that hypermedia is an ideal for the

expression and inspiration of musical ideas.

3.3.2 Word Wide Web

Not all hypermedia systems are geared for easily authoring content in a non-

restrictive way, a crucial requirement for capturing creativity. For example,

the Web, though great for representing finalized information, authoring is a

separate step that requires the editing of a formal markup language, such as

HTML. Although there are web authoring systems that hide complexities of

scripting and can allow the authoring to be more expressive (for example a

visual CSS editor that allows non-bounded positions of elements on a page),

they still are restrictive in that overlapping of content is not allowed. Further-

more the users must worry about explicitly entering links (URLs), saving files

and uploading them on servers before the content can be published, not only

for others to see but also for their content to be displayed correctly (in cases

where the Web pages require server-side applications to, for example PHP to

produce web pages). Musicians should not have to worry about “files”, they

should not be clouded with such considerations, their concern is to transfer

their ideas directly from their thoughts into a digital representation.

3.3.3 KMS

A system called KMS (Knowledge Management System) was released in 1983,

a commercial version of a hypermedia system called ZOG developed at CMU

[1]. Work on ZOG began in 1972, developed for a workshop for researchers

in cognitive science. By 1980 the authors of ZOG set new sights to reach

the real-world: to build a computer-assisted management system for the US
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Figure 3.4: A typical frame in KMS

Navy’s newest nuclear-powered aircraft carrier, the USS Carl Vinson. The new

version of ZOG supported online manuals, task management and an interface

to the AirPlan expert system. In 1981 the developers of the ZOG Project

formed a company called Knowledge Systems to develop KMS, a commercial

version of ZOG. KMS is designed to help organizations manage their knowl-

edge, focusing on the productivity of the individual and groups. KMS can be

seen as revolutionary hypermedia system: it used many fundamentally new

concepts in the world of cyberspace.

KMS provides a single view for its data model from a graphical browser,
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similar to a Web browser. Figure 3.4 is a screen-shot of the KMS browser

showcasing a typical frame. A frame can contain basic elements you expect in

a typical vector graphics package such as text, images, polygons, lines. Links

are represented by a hollow dot to the left of an item. All content can be

created on the fly while navigating the frames: there is no need for an editor,

or any notion of an “edit mode”. The browser has a single perspective, so

there are no graphical overviews of the structure of the frames and links (e.g.

like KMap shown in in Figure 3.3).

KMS uses the physical space metaphor that many hyperspace systems tend

to develop: where the database is a universe of connected space through which

users rapidly travel, like pilots navigating a spacecraft in the real universe. The

spatial nature of a frame is the most important characteristic in KMS. Like

space in the physical world, space in a KMS frame “exists” whether or not any

objects occupy it. They found that the spatial nature of a frame has several

implications for the user, such as: making it easy to recognize items, making

it easy to reposition items and providing room for annotations. The empty

space in KMS is an important context, because it maps a “back” navigation

command as well as various object creation commands. Furthermore, the term

spatial in KMS is also used to emphasize the fact that content can be freely

created and repositioned anywhere on a frame with no exceptions.

KMS exploits a three-button mouse for performing the majority of the

interactions. The interactions are highly contextual. Notice how the screen-

shot in Figure 3.4 has no menu-bar or any toolbars—elements that are usually

present in a conventional windowed application. In order to navigate, create,

or manipulate content in different ways the user must be in a specific context

and understand which actions map to which mouse buttons in that context.

Figure 3.4 shows several different contexts that a mouse cursor can be in.

The boxes with the vertical and horizontal grid of verbs represent a mapping

of actions to one or a combination of mouse buttons. For example, when the
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Figure 3.5: Non-spatial hypermedia

mouse is over the “@Comments” text, if the user presses the left mouse button

the “goto” action would execute on that item which would take them to the

frame that the item is linked to. However if the click the left mouse button on

the “@Deadlines” text, the “link” action would execute which would create a

new empty frame, and automatically link the “@Deadlines” to the new empty

frame. If the user left clicks in empty space then the “back” action would

execute and they would move back to the previous frame they last visited.

KMS fixes the size of the frames. The main reason why the developers

limited the size of a frame was to reduce reliance on scrolling—which as early

as the 1980s scrolling has known to be an inefficient way of navigating in

a database. A core philosophy here is that a frame should never contain

excessive amounts of information that cannot fit in about the size of a screen:

such information should be broken down into a frame hierarchy. This avoids

the need to scroll through large documents.

3.3.4 VIKI

In 1994 Marshall et al. developed a system called VIKI [11]. This system

was revolutionary in the cyberspace world: it was an exploration of a new

cyberspace data model called spatial hypertext. Instead of explicitly defining

links from one node to another, for example a web page linking to another web-

page via a URL, the links are implicitly defined solely by the spatial layout of

the nodes.
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Figure 3.6: One take on spatial hypermedia

Figure 3.5 illustrates a non-spatial structure of a hypermedia system, a

directed graph view. Node A is explicitly uni-directionally linked to node B,

indicated by the arrow between them. Figure 3.6 shows a spatial hyperme-

dia layout. The spatial attributes between nodes suggests relationships, for

example nodes A, B and C in Figure 3.6 are tightly grouped together, sug-

gesting links between them. Marshall et al. realised that users avoided the

use of explicit linking mechanisms in favor of the more implicit expression of

relationships through spatial proximity and visual attributes [8, 4].

They classified the spatial data model as an emergent structure: while

users are authoring content they do not need to invest in efforts to plan out

how content should be organized, or how they should be linked. Instead users

clump data together and optionally adjust visual parameters (for example,

color) over time, thus users are more focused on fleshing out their content

first. The structure is always left implicit, so in order to view the content with

explicit structure—for example a first-person perspective like KMS’s graphical

browser—VIKI recognises and formalizes the implicit structure on demand (via

a spatial parser).

The data model for spatial hypertext fits well with the requirements of

this application with regards to organization or ideas, and rapidly transferring

ideas from the mind into a digital archive. It defers organizational tasks, so

when musicians want to dump their ideas down they would do so without
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worrying about where the ideas should reside.

There is a caveat with the term “spatial” with reference to hypermedia.

KMS uses the term spatial to refer to its central metaphor of physical space.

In other cyberspace circles in academia today, the term “spatial” is used in

a fundamentally different way to refer to the data model realized from VIKI.

KMS has a single view: a first-person perspective of one or two frames. There-

fore there are no types of “overview” perspectives in KMS and cannot support

a spatial environment like VIKI, since there is no way to even represent an

explicit structure overview let alone an implicit structural overview.

3.4 Expeditee: A Well-Suited System

A hypermedia system called Expeditee—well suited for informally-authoring

content on the fly and presenting knowledge—has been chosen as the system to

support this project. Expeditee is an open source hypermedia system currently

being developed by Akscyn. It is a more modern follow-on to KMS than a

re-implementation. Expeditee has a lot of history behind it, taking advantage

of lessons that can only be learnt through user experience over time [1].

The name Expeditee is a pun on the term Expedite, and the Greek goddess

“Aphrodite” giving us “Expeditee” the goddess of getting things done quickly

and efficiently. The goal of Expeditee is to increase the efficiency of a users

work-flow. Thus it is designed to provide a flexible environment, giving the

ability to freely author and browse content, so that a range of tasks can quickly

be accomplished. This environment is ideal for this project, as there is a need

to freely and informally scribe musical expression on the fly.

Like KMS, Expeditee has a single view: a first-person perspective of one

or two frames, shown in Figure 3.7. Although Expeditee’s data-model is not

spatial hypertext like VIKI’s, users are not distracted or overwhelmed by any

structural overviews. Musicians can focus on getting their ideas down on a
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Figure 3.7: A typical frame in Expeditee

frame, even if it overlaps content, or is placed temporarily on their starting

frame (similar to desktop metaphor), they do not need to invest in worrying

about structure prior to authoring their content. Furthermore, in Expeditee it

is trivial to create a new blank frame: users only need to type some text and

click it (which is fast since text appears at to location of the mouse cursor).

There are no scroll bars in Expeditee, however the frame sizes are not

fixed like in KMS. Frame sizes depend on the size of the window, for exam-

ple, a screen resolution of 800 by 600 pixels would give a little less then 800

by 600 pixels of frame space. This enforces the classical software-engineering

philosophy that large problems should be broken down into smaller problems.

An interesting question posed is whether musicians will embrace a hierarchi-

cal structure when fleshing out their musical ideas. It might be that musi-

cians prefer classical sequential structures or audio tracks, or it might be that

they prefer to break down their ideas into various dimensions such as lyrics,

inspiration/memory-cues or different track types.
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In KMS, the context or the mouse cursor is conveyed explicitly with “verbs”

contained in boxes. The current context in Expeditee is identified through

visual feedback using a combination of colors and shapes. In the lower part of

the graphical browser is a messages pane shown in Figure 3.7 which provides

additional feedback to the user after an action is performed, for example the

status of a search progress, or a fail message. A highly contextual model

simplifies the interface. However the price of such a model is that users must

learn the conventions that Expeditee uses for visual feedback and the different

contexts of the mouse. Currently, Expeditee is not intuitive to use—while

there is on-going work to address this, it was not due to be completed in time

for the experiments in this project.

A frame always contains a title, implicitly defined as the top-left most text

item. All frames belong to a frameset, which users can define themselves.

Expeditee begins with a profile frameset denoted as the username of user

logged in to the machine. It is up to the users to decide whether they wish

to create extra framesets for themselves (depending on their way of organising

data). The frameset of a frame can be identified from its frame name, an auto-

assigned unique identifier for all frames with the format < framesetname ><

separator >< number >. In Figure 3.7 the frame name is “bjn8A7”, the

frameset name corresponding to the users login name is “bjn8” (“A” is the

separator).

In KMS frames could only be linked by text. In Expeditee, frames can be

linked from all types of content. Figure 3.7 indicates three text items with

links, distinguishable in the same way as KMS. Clicking on these instantly

traverses to the targeted frame. Left clicking in empty space navigates back

one frame in the navigational history.

KMS and Expeditee explicitly separate annotations from non-annotated

text. An annotation essentially is a text item, distinguished with a preceding

asperand. In Figure 3.7 an example annotation is the “@Messages” text.
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Annotations can be seen as a pure convention, where it is at the users discretion

to explicitly define their text items as annotations or not. Expeditee provides

many features to frames via annotated text items starting with a special tag.

For example the font format of the “@AnnotationTemplate” text in Figure

3.7 is applied to all annotation items upon creation. These special text items

are annotated because it helps the users separate them from the important or

relevant content on the frame.

A novice user will start with simple usage of Expeditee. But Expeditee has

a lot more to offer which can be learnt over time. Some important features

relevant to this project are:

Overlays. Expeditee can have frames that float on top of or below other

frames, these are called overlays. Overlays can be active or non-active,

as indicated by the arrows in Figure 3.7. Non-active overlays are frames

which become a background image of a frame. Active overlays float on

top of a frame, where all the items on the active overlay can be interacted

with. Some interactions can be restricted by permissions of the overlay.

For instance in Figure 3.7 the three actively overlayed text items within

the box have permission level three: allowing users to move into links

and make copies of the items, but restricts the user from moving them

so they are locked down. The intention of overlays is that they are to

be used for creating customized user interfaces. The typical use is that

the same active overlay is placed on top of almost all frames in a user’s

frameset.

Actions. Actions can be added to an item, when the item is clicked the action

is executed. Figure 3.7 shows an action added to the text item “@Sort”,

when executed all the items of the frame would be sorted in alphabetical

order. A black (filled) dot to the left of an item indicates that they have

an action.
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Agents. Agents are like actions but take longer to perform, so they run in the

background while the user continues to interact with the environment.

An example is a search agent: when the user commences a full text search

on a frameset the search results continuously update over time, the user

can stop the agent at any time.

Expeditee’s designs are centered around real-world metaphors as opposed

to computer centric concepts. This poses a hypothesis: would musicians most

likely find it easier to structure their ideas in a spatial universe as opposed to

a flat-file database or file system?
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Implementation

In this chapter we provide implementation details. The software developed

to support musicians create and enrich musical ideas was named after Apollo,

who amongst other things is the Greek god of music. Section 4.1 covers some of

the crucial enhancements to Expeditee needed to provide an environment for

supporting audio. Section 4.2 focuses on entirely new features, and highlights

the most important of these.

4.1 Extending Expeditee

In this section we give an overview of Expeditee’s architecture, and identify

the modifications and additions made to Expeditee’s core necessary to support

audio—expanding Expeditee’s set of building blocks to make it possible to

support the functionality needed by musicians.

Expeditee itself was still in its development stages while this project was

being implemented. All extensions mentioned in this section officially became

part of Expeditee’s code base.
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Figure 4.2: A high level view of Expeditee’s architecture

4.1.1 Expeditee’s Architecture

Expeditee’s data model is shown in Figure 4.1, as a simplified class diagram.

All types of content are abstractly termed as an item. Concrete items shown in

Figure 4.1 are lines, dots, text and images. The model consists of the essential

elements of a hypermedia system: where the nodes are frames and the links

reside in items, which point to other frames. A frame can contain many links

pointing to different frames. All types of items can contain zero or more

actions. An item also contains other general data such as its spatial position

(two dimensional), drawing area, background color, and level of permission.

Figure 4.2 is a high level view of the main classes in Expeditee. The

FrameMouseActions and FrameKeyboardActions classes interact with most
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Figure 4.3: An interactive widget used in Apollo with an annotation

other classes in Expeditee: they both listen for events from an input device sent

from the Graphical Browser’s window. DisplayIO manages visited frames and

points to the current frame. Whenever visual attributes change in the current

frame FrameGraphics repaints the frame to the graphical browser. When a

user navigates to a new frame, FrameMouseActions sets the current frame

to the destination frame via DisplayIO. During this transition the old frame

is automatically saved to disk and the new frame is loaded from a cache (in

memory) or from file via FrameIO. In this way Expeditee conceals the concept

of files—a powerful and liberating feeling when using the tool as a user. Users

do not have to think about saving or loading their work.

4.1.2 Interactive Widgets

To support audio, clearly a new type of item had to be developed. One ap-

proach to achieve this might have been to implement new items for every

audio-related feature. Such an approach would have been inefficient in terms

of implementation requirements. For every new item, all the logic that han-

dles the different types of items such as mouse interactions and saving/loading

would have to be replicated throughout Expeditee’s code. Items are single

interactive elements, however some tools are comprised of multiple interactive

elements, such as a playback control containing play, stop and rewind buttons.
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The code would have become complex and ultimately unmanageable to sup-

port items with multiple interactive elements since the logic would all reside

in FrameMouseActions.

Instead of writing a library of widgets such as buttons or drop-down boxes

for Expeditee, a decision was made to use Swing, the standard widget toolkit

for Java, and allow them to be placed anywhere in a frame as a first-class

item. A new item called an interactive widget was developed. The intention

was for such interactive widgets was to be modest in complexity. As with the

Unix philosophy of small utility programs, multiple interactive widgets would

be brought together on a frame to meet a larger goal. Figure 4.3 shows one

such example, a metronome widget developed for Apollo. The metronome is

comprised of several Swing components, laid out using one of Swing’s layout

managers.

Interactive widgets was a radical new concept introduced into Expeditee,

opening a whole new dimension how things could be done in Expeditee. Based

on this extension, another Expeditee developer was able to add a suite of

chart visualization widgets and a fully integrated web browser into Expeditee

in a matter of days. Special considerations must be made when designing

such widgets, however: they are not purely self-contained Swing applications.

Interactive widgets became a middle ground between the philosophies used by

Swing and Expeditee.

Manipulating widgets the Expeditee way

The main challenge in developing interactive widgets was to make them look

and feel like they were like other Expeditee items. Figure 4.4 was the starting

point in development. It shows a clear contrast between Swing and Expeditee:

a “portal” area attached to the upper-left hand corner provided a way for the

widget to be manipulated in an Expeditee way (for example positioning and

scaling).
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Figure 4.4: The Naive Approach for Interactive Widgets

In a second iteration of this meeting of two worlds, the “portals” were done

away with, in favour of using the existing interaction for Expeditee’s rectangles,

only enclosed around the Swing widgets. This helped blur the contrast between

Swing and Expeditee: interactive widgets could be easily resized and picked

up just like rectangles. An observation was made that widgets tended to have

fixed sizes on the horizontal and/or vertical axis. For example, enlarging the

metronome in Figure 4.3 would just waste space since there are no benefits

from enlarging it, and shrinking it would cut off some of the widgets. Support

for fixing sizes or restricting one or both of the dimensions to have minimum

and/or maximum sizes was also implemented.

The Expeditee elements of the interactive widget were implemented as

extensions of dots and lines used for representing rectangles. This simplified

Expeditee’s code since it was an extension rather than a re-implementation.

It also brought usability benefits because users would not have to learn a new

set of actions and contexts for a new item. The widget shown in Figure 4.3

is in “enclosed mode” since the cursor is inside the bounds of the widget, just

as for rectangles. The same visual indications are inherited: going inside the

rectangular area results in displaying four filled red rectangles at the corners

of the widget. The same actions are inherited: when the middle button is

clicked, all the items within the widget bounds (for example the arrow and the
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“@Using 4 bpm is good for this song!” items in Figure 4.3) would be picked

up. There were many cases that had to be dealt with specially for interactive

widgets, for example restricting users from disconnecting the borders (made

up of the extended versions of dots and lines) to prevent them from “tearing”

up the widget leaving them in an unstable state, when this is a plain rectangle

without a widget inside, such deconstruction of the rectangle is entirely valid.

The spatial context of an item is an important way of representing users

knowledge [1], so it was important to allow widgets to be positioned anywhere

on a frame. Swing uses layout managers in order to position JComponents,

for which all of Swing’s widgets are derived from. A decision was made to use

an absolute positioning layout since it would suit the spatial requirements for

widget placement.

Annotating widgets

A salient feature of Expeditee is that everything on a frame can be annotated

anywhere. For example, text and arrows can be placed over images as illus-

trated in Figure 3.7. A musician may have an audio widget and want to place
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text, arrows and polygons over part of the audio to note where to start singing

from, and what to sing. To allow for items to be freely placed on top of Swing’s

JComponents, the mouse events had to be handled differently.

Figure 4.5 is a high leveled view of the core classes that deal with mouse

events. Originally FrameMouseActions received all mouse events directly

from the Browser’s content pane, indicated by the dashed lines in the dia-

gram. A new class called MouseEventRouter was added to intercept all mouse

events via a glass pane. The glass pane gives the ability to capture all mouse

events for all widgets on a JFrame. Instead of FrameMouseActions listen-

ing for mouse events from the content pane, it listened for events from the

MouseEventRouter. For every incoming event, the MouseEventRouter would

forward an event using the following logic in the respective order:

• If the mouse cursor is over a popup, forward the event to Swing. Popups

were a feature implemented as part of Expeditee for this project, and is

covered in Section 4.1.3.

• If the mouse cursor has any items attached to it, forward the event to

Expeditee. This allows users to position items over Swing components.

• If the mouse cursor is over an Expeditee item, forward the event to Expe-

ditee. This gives items in Expeditee precedence over Swing components

for receiving the mouse events (since it would be unlikely that a user

would want to annotate Expeditee items with widgets).

• If the mouse cursor is over JComponent but is pointing to empty space,

forward to Expeditee. This allows widgets to be picked up in “Enclosed

mode” as shown in Figure 4.3.

• If the mouse cursor is over a JComponent, forward to Swing. This is

when the interactive widgets get their events.
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• Otherwise the mouse pointed is in free-space. Forward event to Expedi-

tee.

Rendering widgets and improving Expeditee’s painting

Frames are drawn into a buffer which is painted onto the content pane of the

graphics browser. The frame painting was extended to include the rendering

of widgets. Widgets are always drawn first since they have lowest precedence

with mouse interactions. Extra consideration had to be taken for rendering

for Swing’s popups on the layer pane of the graphical browser.

As implemented before the Apollo project, anytime any visual attribute

would change for anything on a frame or in the message bay, the whole frame

would be completely repainted. This was very slow, especially in cases with

many items on a frame. Visual attributes for typical music tools constantly

change over time for vital visual feedback, for example, a vertical bar mov-

ing along a piece of audio to show where about the playback is. Constantly

rendering a full frame for animations, or as a user moves their mouse over a

frame with many items highlighting/un-highlighting was too slow. This was

because the rendering was performed on the same thread as AWT.1 The AWT

event queue would experience congestion with all the input events, crippling

the interactiveness of the application.

Any application should keep interactions smooth as possible, as users can

easily become frustrated with an application if they have to wait for more than

just 0.1 seconds for receiving feedback [14]. To keep Expeditee responsive for

frames containing animations many items, Expeditee’s painting scheme was re-

designed. Figure 4.6 shows a high level overview of the new scheme. Instead

of repainting a full frame whenever a visual attribute changes for an item

(whether it be from an input event or a animation thread), items notify the

FrameGraphics of the areas on the frame which needs repainting. These areas

1Abstract Window Toolkit. Swing is built on top of AWT.
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Figure 4.6: New painting scheme for Expeditee

are called “dirty” areas. Whenever a frame is requested to be repainted, only

items in the dirty areas are repainted. During the repaint, non-dirty areas are

clipped to avoid both unnecessary painting and painting over the non-dirty

content.

In order to capture repaint events from Swing widgets, the default re-

paint manager for Swing was extended. Figure 4.6 shows the the extended

repaint manager, named ExpediteeRepaintManager. Essentially it translates

Swing’s repaint operations to Expeditee’s frame paint operations—since frames

have their own buffer (otherwise Z-fighting would occur: a flickering artifact

where repaints in Swing would sometimes be drawn over by Expeditee). High-

jacking repaint operations was necessary as opposed to intercepting AWT re-

paint events because lightweight widgets—like drop-down boxes and tip tool

texts—do not use paint events (they draw directly to the front buffer of a win-

dow). Swing’s double buffering was disabled for all widgets since Expeditee

uses its own buffer for its frames.
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Merging the selection models

The selection model in Expeditee is that the current focus of an item is always

the item to where the mouse is pointing. Swing has a different model: the

current focus is on the last entered component (where to enter a component

a user must click with their mouse, or press a key on their keyboard, such as

a tab or mnemonic). To help make widgets feel like Expeditee items an auto-

focusing approach was used: whenever a mouse is over a JComponent (and was

to be routed to Swing), the JComponent would be selected.

Widget Persistence

Persistence of widgets in Expeditee frames was essential. Persistence not only

includes the positions and types of widgets in frames, but also the state of the

widgets, such as which radio button was selected. The same approach used for

Expeditee’s image items was used for widgets: in order to call a widget into

existence a special annotation item was created which specified the position,

type and widget-specific state (if any). Expeditee has a mode called “X-Ray

mode”, which displays a textual view of the frames. Widgets readily support

this mode since they can be expressed as text.

To explain this in more detail, when a frame is parsed, all annotation begin-

ning with “@iw:” create interactive widgets using reflection. State information

can be stored as arguments in the annotations text-line. All items contain a

collection of strings that can be used for metadata. The metadata is preserved

when converting to and from the “@iw:...” annotation items and the widgets,

which is in effect, a mechanism for preserving state information.

4.1.3 Popups

As mentioned in Chapter 3, Expeditee does not have scroll-bars. Therefore

screen reality is precious. Popups are one way of saving space. For example,
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Figure 4.7: Popups in Expeditee

Figure 4.7 shows a screen-shot of a master volume control widget in Apollo:

when the button is clicked a popup is displayed which allows users to adjust

the track. Because adjusting master volume probably would not be a common

task, it would be a waste of space to always have the full slider shown on a

frame.

To avoid confusing the users with popups appearing instantly, (asynchronous)

animation for expanding and/or shrinking a popup was added. This would help

a user’s comprehension as to where the popups came from. Popups are always

drawn last (illustrated by Figure 4.7), and have highest precedence of receiving

mouse events.

4.1.4 Heavy Duty Widgets

Sampled track widgets for audio recording and playback are the cornerstone

of Apollo. The naive approach to support audio in Expeditee’s environment

would be to load the audio data of every sampled track widget as soon as they

appear in view. Then, as soon as a user leaves a frame, the audio is saved to

disk. However when loading and saving audio data these operations can take

a relatively long time.

Akscyn et al the developers of KMS, believe that fast system response to
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selecting a link is the most important parameter of a hypermedia system [1].

They observed that although the average time a user spends at a frame will

usually be many seconds, there will be frequent bursts of rapid navigation.

Navigation is a common activity in Expeditee since there are no scroll-bars.

The aim of Expeditee is “to get things done quickly.” The aim of Apollo

parallels this. To ensure that all inspirational moments of a musician can be

caught it is important to let a musician navigate quickly to a spot to either

start a new recording or enrich an existing idea. The naive approach to loading

and saving therefore would not suffice.

A loading daemon called EntityLoadManager was developed for providing

asynchronous loading. It maintains a queue for which any listed entity can be

cancelled at anytime (except for the entity that is loading). The intention was

that it could be used as a worker thread for any background load operation

for Expeditee. As soon as an entity is on the queue the daemon wakes up and

performs the entities load operation on its thread. This maintains interactive-

ness as it does not hold up the AWT Dispatcher thread while doing expensive

load operations.

A save manager called EntitySaveManager was developed for providing

asynchronous saving. This was not a daemon. The entities can queue them-

selves to the save manager. The save manager differs from the asynchronous

loading because it does not allow cancellation and it only performs queued en-

tities save operations on a dedicated thread when a “save point” occurs. Save

points occur whenever a frame is changed, or when the application is exiting.

An extended version of interactive widgets—called heavy duty widgets

(HDWs)—were developed and added to Expeditee’s core framework, for ensur-

ing the system can maintain responsiveness while navigating through frames

containing “expensive” interactive widgets. As shown in Figure 4.8, a HDW

can have one of four states: pending, failed, incomplete or complete. When

a HDW is created, it enters a pending state. As soon as a HDW appears, it
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Reveal Swing interface
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Figure 4.8: Heavy Duty Widget State Diagram

Figure 4.9: Heavy Duty Widgets concealing the Swing interface

queues itself to the EntityLoadManager. While it remains in a pending state,

the EntityLoadManager eventually will invoke its load operation if it is not

cancelled. While in a pending state, the Swing interface of the widget is hidden

and disabled, and a “Pending” message is displayed, as shown for the top left

HDW in Figure 4.9. During the load operation, it is important that a HDW

continuously provides progress information to the users so they can anticipate

how long they have to wait [15]. The top right of Figure 4.9 shows a HDW

loading, giving feedback on the percentage of work complete (via a progress

bar) and supplemented by textual information (in-determinant load bars are

also supported).
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If the load is successful, the widget enters a completed state and the Swing

interface is shown and enabled. If a load operation fails, the widget enters

a failed state, and a failed message is shown, like the widget shown on the

bottom of Figure 4.9. To achieve the desired level of rapid response times for

navigational activities, when a widget is in the middle of loading while user

navigates to a new frame, the EntityLoadManager sends a cancel request to

abort the load operation so that other HDWs on the new frame (if any) can

begin loading straight away. Whenever a load operation is aborted the widget

moves into a incomplete state. Essentially there is no difference between the

failed state and the incomplete state, except that the incomplete state displays

a “pending” message as opposed to a failed message. A HDW in a failed or

incomplete state will return to a pending state when it re-appears on the screen

to try again.

As soon as a HDW appears, it queues itself to the save manager. When a

save-point occurs (for example, when the current frame changes) then the save

manager polls the HDW to determine if it needs saving, if so then the HDW

moves from a completed state back to a pending state. This only occurs when

the widget is out of the user’s view.

Expeditee caches up to one hundred of the last visited frames. This be-

came a problem when traversing through frames containing audio, since all

the loaded audio would remain in memory. It did not take long for the Java

virtual machine to run out of memory, often rendering Apollo unusable. A

class called WidgetCacheManager was developed for managing a stack of all

HDWs in memory. HDWs can have a cache depth ranging from one upwards.

The depth represents the amount of frame changes the HDW should keep its

data in memory for. For example, a HDW with a cache depth of one means

that the cache manager should invoke its unload operation as soon as the

frame changes, or two for two frame changes (and the second frame change

did not navigate back to where the widget resides). The widget transitions to
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a pending state while in the unload operation.

Expeditee uses an un-delete system, as apposed to an undo system. When

an item is deleted, a user can fully recover the deleted item (in exact same

state when it was first deleted) by clicking the left button together with the

middle button with their mouse in the empty-space of a frame. Frames keep

their own stack of deleted items, which has no limit in size. Whenever a HDW

is deleted it invokes a temporary unload operation: where the HDW should

clear its memory and any permanent disk usage, but in a way so that the

state can be recovered. The widget transitions to a pending state while in the

temporary unload operation.

Users can interact with a HDW no matter what states they are in. For

example, in Figure 4.9, the top left widget is attached to the cursor (which is

why it has a darker appearance) while it is in a pending state. This maintains

an Expeditee feel to the HDWs.

Load, save, unload and temporary unload operations are invoked on a HDW

from a variety of threads. This could be complex for developing a HDW since

the HDW would have to safely access the model data from a variety of threads

at any given time to avoid concurrency issues. Figure 4.10 shows a high level

diagram of the internals of a HDW. HDWs have their own event dispatcher for

processing all operations on a single thread. The figure shows four events at

the bottom being invoked from three possible threads, which can individually

occur at anytime. The events are queued on a dispatcher thread which then

sequentially performs the operations. This approach simplifies state problems

for a HDW.

4.1.5 Drag and drop

In Chapter 2 it was decided to develop a desktop solution for capturing musi-

cal moments. Musicians can use handheld solutions for remote idea capture.

To support importing their musicians ideas into Apollo, drag and drop for Ex-
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Figure 4.10: Asynchronous operations unified on a single thread for Heavy

Duty Widgets

peditee was developed. This was necessary because Expeditee does not have

menu bars. It would not be user friendly for musicians to type in a file path

for importing their audio. Dragging and dropping text from other applica-

tions was added, as well as importing file-paths for unsupported file formats.

Another Expeditee developer used the drag and drop system for importing

images and text files.
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Items from Apollo’s overlay

Time−line

Figure 4.11: A typical frame in Apollo

4.2 Implementing Apollo

In this section the development of Apollo is discussed, picking out the main

design decisions for this project. Figure 4.11 shows a screen-shot of a typical

frame in Apollo. Apollo was built on top of Expeditee, like a plug-in, rather

than a variant of Expeditee. Advantages in structuring code this way were that

it would benefit from new features and bug fixes to the core-system throughout

the software’s life-cycle. The disadvantage was that whenever code depended

on by Apollo was refactored, or the behaviour changed, it created more work

during the life-cycle of Apollo’s development.

Figure 4.12 shows a conceptual overview of some core sub-systems in Apollo

which interact with Expeditee. The diagram is a watered down abstraction

since it does not show all the high-level subsystems, nor does it show all the

interactions. Nevertheless it essentially shows how Apollo supplements Ex-

peditee’s set of widgets, actions and agents, with audio-related ones. It also
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Figure 4.12: Building on top of Expeditee

shows the design pattern used throughout Apollo: Model View Controller.

The overlay in Figure 4.11 belongs to a pre-built frameset for Apollo. The

pre-built frameset provides a small collection of overlays for users to make use

of. As users become more experienced with Expeditee they might choose to

author their own interfaces. The frameset also provides an integrated help

system. The “help” text in Figure 4.11 links to a help directory specific for

Apollo. Apollo-specific settings can be adjusted via the frameset as well via the

“settings” link shown in Figure 4.11—linking to a frame containing a widget

for adjusting audio input devices and master sound settings.

4.2.1 Sample Track Widgets

Sampled track widgets are a heavy duty widget that contains editable raw

audio. They can be individually muted, soloed or have their volumes adjusted.

To save space in the interface, popups were used to display mixing options and

playback controls as shown in Figure 4.13. A track widget can be assigned a
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Figure 4.13: A screen-shot of a sample track Widget

Figure 4.14: Injecting audio snippets into other tracks

name by manipulating the text in the upper-left hand corner of the widget.

This text interacts just like any other text item in Expeditee, except that it is

locked down, and the formatting cannot be adjusted.

Following from the efforts of the heavy duty widgets, the rendering of the

waveforms for sampled track widgets are performed asynchronously. The wave-

forms are rendered to a 8-bit image buffers, shared by dedicated threads for

rendering waveforms and the AWT dispatcher thread for continuously painting

the latest waveform images as they render to the screen.

Revisiting the painter analogy for Apollo, musicians should be able to

quickly sketch out their ideas, chopping and change their samples as they

experiment with their ideas. To achieve this feel, sampled track widgets are

manipulated like a piece of text. The interactions resembled as closely aw was
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possible to a text item in Expeditee:

• To copy a snippet of a sample, a user can select the audio with the

right mouse button. Upon release the selected audio is duplicated and

attached to the cursor.

• To delete part of a sample, a user can select the audio region they want

to delete, then hit the delete key on their keyboard.

• To inject a sample into another sample, users can anchor the sample

they wish to inject into the position in the track. Figure 4.14 shows

the moment before injection, where the sample of audio attached to the

cursor (semi-transparent), is about to be injected into the “Trumpets”

sample at the yellow line.

• To extract part of a sample, a user can select the audio with the middle

mouse button. Upon release the selected audio is attached to the cursor,

and audio to the left of the selection remains in the same place, and the

audio to the right of the selection becomes a new audio track—and is

placed along the time-line at the same time which it previously occurred

(Note that Section 4.2.2 will discuss the time-line).

This might sound complicated when described through the medium of this

report, but by following the text paradigm and mimicking interactions of a

Expeditee text item, users do not have to learn anything new for them to

manipulate the audio and would largely be second nature to them.

To support playback of sampled audio, a software audio mixer was devel-

oped from the ground up. This was necessary because the software mixer in

the Java Sound package does not support accurate queueing of streamed au-

dio (for accurate timing when playing back overdubs). The audio had to be

streamed since it was stored in Apollo’s memory for editing and rendering—if

clips are used (the alternative to streaming) the audio bytes would become

unavailable.
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Time−line helpers Track in free space

Figure 4.15: The moment before anchoring a track outside the frame’s time-

line

4.2.2 Time-lines on frames

To support overdubbing of sample track widgets, the horizontal axis is used

to represent time. Figures 4.15 and 4.16 displays a close up of the time-line of

the frame displayed along the bottom of the window. The time-line appears

only when there is at least one sample track widget on the current frame.

The visual length of a sample track widget directly correlates to the length

in time that the track plays for. When there is only one track on a frame, the

pixel width of the widget can be resized. When there are multiple tracks on

a frame, their widths are set to a fixed size since all tracks match up to the

time-line.

In Expeditee there is no scrolling for the horizontal axis. When a track

widget is anchored on a frame containing other track widgets, a daemon in the

background wakes up and resizes all track widgets on the frame so that they

are in view to the current size of the frame. For example, Figure 4.15 shows

a section of a frame (full width) with single track that contains roughly nine

seconds of audio, indicated by the time-line. At the left of a frame is a sampled
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Figure 4.16: Auto-resize occurred after anchoring a track outside the frame’s

time-line

track widget attached to the cursor containing six seconds of audio. The time

helper information indicated in the Figure shows that the track in free-space

is positioned at about 10.7 seconds. These always show on the highlighted

or picked-up track widget (other audio-related widgets share this behaviour

as well). Figure 4.16 shows how both tracks were resized after the track in

free-space was anchored: where the time-line expanded from 9 seconds to just

under 17 seconds.

The layout daemon does not attempt to auto-resize track widgets when a

track is picked up. This minimizes confusion for users, so that the interface

is not constantly changing as the attempt to move tracks around. This has a

significant impact when making finer adjustments to track positions.

Notice in Figure 4.16 that the tracks are not resized to the full frame width.

This is because there are margins that have been set for the auto layout. In

the case of the frame in Figure 4.16, the layout has a larger right margin than

the left, since the overlay interface is positioned and anchored to the right of

the frame.

Users can annotate audio within their tracks using vector graphics, which
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Figure 4.17: Two tracks side by side in expanded view

may be useful for highlighting a section of the track for reworking, or pointing

where lyrics should go. To support this, when the layout daemon performs

auto-resizing of a frame, all items enclosed within the bounds of a track are

adjusted to keep the same snippet of audio covered. This is exemplified by the

transition depicted from Figure 4.15 to 4.16: where the position of box labelled

“@Make this part sound more funky” moved with the audio track when it was

resized.

Issues occur when the tracks become large enough so that they are resized

such that a second of audio is squeezed into a small amount of pixels. To give

musicians the ability to zoom into the tracks, an expanded view was created.

Figure 4.17 displays two tracks expanded at the same time. The expanded

audio is still manipulated like a text item. For each expanded track, there are

two panes with rendered waveforms. The pane is the editable audio, viewing

a section of the audio track. The bottom pane is a hybrid of a horizontal

scroll-bar and a zoom control, which always contains the rendering of the full

audio track. To zoom into a part of the track, a user can select the part of the
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audio they want to view in the top (editable) pane from the lower pane.

Because tracks can be expanded from any frame, it does not make sense

to lay them out with the same time-line. Therefore every expanded track

has their own time-line. In the evaluation studies, it was found that track

comparison on the same time-line was crucial. Future work would address this

issue by sharing time-lines for tracks on the same frame.

Time-line resolutions is the most concerning aspect to Apollo’s time-line

system. With a time-line of 100 seconds of audio spread over 1000 pixels, the

frame can express 100 / 1000 = 0.1 seconds of audio per pixel. 0.1 seconds is an

adequate resolution to be able to fine tune track positions, aligning the audio

so when all tracks are played on a frame they all come in on time. However,

consider the diary study where some ideas went for as long as 469 seconds.

Rounding down for that moment, if there was 400 seconds of audio on a frame,

the resolution for the width of the screen was 1024 pixels (a common setup),

and the left/right margins for the time-line added to 80 pixels, the time-line

resolution would become 400 / (1024 - 100) = 0.433 seconds per pixel. At

nearly half a second per pixel, a musician is unlikely to be able to adjust their

overdubbed tracks accurately enough so that they play in time with each other.

Track placement features were implemented to help overcome issues with

large time per pixel resolutions. For example snapping to other track time

positions (not pixel positions, but the actual starting times to the millisecond),

and fine control from keyboard strokes. Extra care had to be taken into account

for the layout daemon: when auto adjusting positions it had to preserve the

track initiation times, otherwise if initiation times were recalculated based on

the pixel positions, loss in time information would occur.

4.2.3 Capturing a sound sample

The most vital part of the system was to allow musicians to capture raw audio.

A recorder widget was developed for capturing sound from an input device,
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Figure 4.18: A recorder widget recording four seconds of silence

item
Record launcher
After anchoring

Figure 4.19: Overdubbing tracks with recording while playing back frames

as show in Figure 4.18. To record sound, a user has two choices: to record

while playback back the current frame of audio (the button on the right) or

to record a sound without any playback (the button on the left). Figure 4.18

shows the same recorder presented at the top-right of the frame in Figure 4.11

after the left record button was pressed. Once a user stops the recording, the

captured audio is attached to the cursor (in free-space) as a new track widget.

When the right button is pressed, a special recording item is attached to

the cursor as shown in the left screen-shot in Figure 4.19. Note that the left
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screens-shot shows grid lines, this indicates that snap-to track is on (activated

by holding CTRL while moving audio items in free-space). Wherever a user

anchors the record item on a frame, audio playback commences starting from

the anchored position in the frame, and a transient record widget is anchored

in its place (performing the record operation). Once the recording is stopped

the transient record widget is transformed into a sampled track widget, where

its initiation time is aligned exactly to where the playback commenced from.

The diary studies showed that musicians would use an instrument often for

recording their ideas. To give users time to prepare before recording their idea

(for example positioning their instrument), a countdown timer was added.

Quickly transferring an idea from a users mind into the system is one of

the key goals of this project. The overlays for providing default interfaces in

Apollo’s frameset contains the audio recorder widget. The widget is placed it

near the upper right corner, since screen corners are easy targets for users to

quickly access [7]. Therefore an idea can be easily captured in a single click of

a button, no matter where a user is in a frameset.

4.2.4 Structuring audio

When a frame becomes full of sampled track widgets (and other content)

such that there is no space left for adding more overdubs, musicians must

restructure their tracks in a hierarchical way. Recall that Expeditee has no

scroll-bars: its philosophy is to break large problems/documents into smaller

problems/documents. This is what musicians must do if they want to enrich

their musical ideas with using many tracks.

A linked track widget was developed to give sampled audio a hierarchical

structure. A linked track links to frame, with the intention that these frame

contain sampled track widgets and/or other linked track widgets. Figure 4.20

shows a frame containing many linked tracks and their track hierarchies. The

linked track widget’s interface displays a flattened view of its hierarchy, where
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Figure 4.20: A hierarchical structure to sound using linked track widgets

a colored rectangle represents a sampled track. As with sampled tracks, linked

tracks can be assigned a name. Musicians in the evaluation experiments (cov-

ered in Chapter 5) described this view as a consolidated/compressed view.

The vertical ordering of the sampled track representation in a linked widget is

consistent with the ordering they appear in the deeper frames. The sampled

track names are also shown. Sampled tracks cannot be adjusted from a linked

track, but when clicked, the current frame changes to the parent frame that

the click track resides in.

There are many ways to create a linked track. For example, by injecting a

link into a widget corner of an empty linked track (these can be created using

an action), or if a user presses CTRL+L on a single, or a group of tracks—

which converts and consolidates them into a single link track widget (the linked

frame is created for them).

Track hierarchies are essentially n-ary trees, with no limit to how many

levels of the tree there can be. Expeditee’s hypermedia model is a directed

graph, so if a loop exists in a hierarchy of audio tracks, all linked tracks that
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Figure 4.21: Re-using the same audio track by referencing with multiple linked

track widgets

are part of a loop display and error message (and the specific loop trace is

printed to the console).

Figure 4.21 shows how the same track can be re-used in a song. The linked

track widgets in the figure all point to the same frame. The evaluation of this

project found that this was a valuable way to use linked tracks, as it was easy

to try out different sounds scattered within an idea.

A consistent, thread-safe model for maintaining track hierarchies was de-

veloped. The model is essentially a set of trees, where the internal nodes

represent frames and the leaf represent sampled track widgets. This model

provides a “fetchGraph” operation using by linked widgets for displaying the

flattened view and storing playback information by the multi-playback con-

troller (for playback of frames and linked tracks), and by the layout daemon

for constructing accurate time-lines. Below outlines pseudo code for the fetch

operation:
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1. If the requested frame is in the hierarchical model, return it

(hierarchical classes are immutable outside package).

2. Create a new root node for the given frame. Goto step 3 with

current-node = root.

3. If a cancel has been requested. Return null.

4. If current node has already been created, return the created

current node

5. Search Expeditee’s cache for the current node (i.e. frame) on

AWT dispatcher thread (since Expeditee’s, data model is not thread

safe). If exists get all track information on the frame. Goto

step 7.

6. Read the current frame from the file system... parse the Expeditee

file and read track metadata.

7. For all sampled track widgets on the frame, add as leafs to current

frame.

8. For all linked track widgets on the frame, add as internal nodes,

and for each new internal node, goto step 3 with current-node

= new node (recurse).

9. Return current node (pop recursive stack)

10. If not cancelled, add/merge graph into model.. safe-check for

loops.

11. Return new root node.

To keep the model consistent, whenever a linked or sampled track widget

changes, they update the hierarchical model with either new node data such

as new initiation time, or structure change such as a leaf or an internal node
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Figure 4.22: Query by sing widget

Figure 4.23: Query by sing widget recording a melody

being added/removed. To maintain responsiveness, linked track widget fetch

graphs on a background thread.

4.2.5 Idea retrieval

As a musician’s idea collection grows, it becomes more difficult for them to

locate specific ideas, especially in a large hypertext space environment [17]. It

is important for a musician to recover an idea so they can develop it further,

or use it for a source of further inspiration.

Expeditee already had several in-built agents for providing full text searches.

A text search suffices for remembering textual information about an idea, for

example a lyric or a name of a song. However it may not be always the case

that a musician can remember textual information: they may only remember a

certain snippet of sound, for example a melody line. To help musicians locate

their ideas from a melody, a melody search agent was developed for Apollo.

Chapter 5 presents findings, confirming that the melody search is a useful tool

for musicians to index their musical ideas collection.

To search for an idea from a melody, users can press the search button

on the melody search widget shown in Figure 4.22. When a user presses the
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Figure 4.24: Example results from a melody search

query button the widget begins recording audio, where a user sings/hums a

melody line. When a user is finished recording their melody and is ready to

commence the search, they press the “go” button, as shown in Figure 4.23.

At this point the melody search agent begins and the current frame changes

to a search results frame, this is Expeditee’s convention that is used for all

search agents. When a search completes, a list of results are displayed, ranked

from best matched to worst. Each result is linked to the frame for which the

matching tracks reside. Figure 4.24 displays example results of melody search,

the results are explicitly numbered to clearly convey the rankings. Each result

contains the framename of the matching track widget’s parent, along with the

tracks actual name. In Chapter 5 we find that these search results do not

convey enough information.

The melody matching algorithm uses code written for a query by sing search

engine called Meldex (see [13] for a technical report). Figure 4.25 presents the

logic behind integrating the melody search algorithm into Apollo. The search

takes a query (sang/hummed by a user) and uses a monophonic pitch tracking

algorithm to create a symbolic form of the audio (i.e, musical notes and rests).

Next it searches all track widgets in the user’s frameset. For each track widget,

it compares their symbolic representations using a (minimum edit distance)
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Figure 4.25: Melody searching in Apollo

dynamic programming algorithm. The dynamic algorithm calculates a ‘”score”

which describes how well the two melodies match. The score together with the

track’s metadata are recorded in a results collection. Caching the symbolic

representations was used to help speed up the process for futures searches.

Once the process is finished (in Figure 4.25), the results collection is sorted

by score (from best matched to worse) and displays the results as shown in

Figure 4.24.

Tracks containing polyphonic audio, for example drums or distorted gui-

tars, do not work well with the monophonic pitch track algorithm (especially

since it is suited for deciphering the human voice). To avoid polyphonic tracks

from displaying in the results, track widgets can be marked so that they are
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Visual indicator

Figure 4.26: Marking widgets to be omitted for indexing

to be omitted from indexing in the melody search. A user can press CTRL+I

to mark a track, where a visual indicator appears on the top left of a track

widget once marked, as shown in Figure 4.26. If a user wants their ideas to

be indexed for melody searching, but contains nothing but polyphonic tracks,

they could sing a motif to represent the melody line. The motif could reside

in the frame that captures the idea, or in a separate frame which links to the

idea frame to save space.



Chapter 5

Evaluation

This chapter begins by outlining four key questions that help answer this

project’s hypothesis, namely: would musicians use a hypermedia environment

to capture, enrich, organize and retrieve their musical ideas? Next we present

the outline of a user study used to answer these questions. Finally, we present

the findings from this study.

Centered around the implemented system, Apollo, the four key questions

we sought to answer were:

1. Would a musician prefer to capture their musical moments in Apollo or

traditional track editing systems?

2. Would a musician prefer a hypermedia environment or a file system for

archiving and organizing their musical ideas?

3. How would musicians find the hierarchical model for laying out tracks as

opposed to the traditional model?

4. Would a musician prefer searching for their ideas within a hypermedia

environment or using a file system’s search facilities?

Section 5.1 details the user study designed to evaluate these questions. Us-

ability issues were, on the whole, disregarded in the study because the purpose
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was to investigate the underlying concepts of Apollo instead of focusing on the

interface designs or the interactions.

In Section 5.2 we analyse the results of the study. In summary, participants

generally preferred Apollo for capturing and organizing their ideas as opposed

to a traditional track editing/file system. The majority of the participants

did not like how they had to structure their tracks in a hierarchy in order to

make space on a frame, however they generally found that using the linked

tracks for sample re-use was valuable. Participants were in favour of Apollo

for browsing for ideas rather than using a file system, although for searching

ideas they tended to prefer a file system’s text search facilities.

5.1 Designing the user study

The user study involved getting participants to complete several tasks using

both Apollo and Garageband, and then to reflect on their experiences, making

comparisons between the two systems. Apollo’s aim is for creating sketchy

ideas, not professional recordings. Garageband was chosen to compare against

Apollo because (unlike applications such as Protools) it too is not intended for

creating high quality music at the production level.

At the time of the evaluation phase, the learning curve for Expeditee was

steep. While guided training modules and help systems are in development

to help users overcome the complexities of learning the highly contextual in-

teractions in Expeditee, these were not of a sufficient level of development

to be used in this project. Therefore it was decided that participants would

not directly interact with either Apollo or Garageband during the studies. If

participants were to try to interact with Apollo directly, they would proba-

bly become distracted from focusing on the bigger concepts by trying to work

in a fundamentally new way for controlling the interface. The contrast of

the direct experiences of each of the participants with using Apollo—a likely
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frustrating experience for first time users—and Garageband—a popular, user

friendly application that many musicians are familiar with—might influence

their feedback on the more important questions (where usability issues are ir-

relevant). A controlled lab study was conducted, using a computer coordinator

to drive the interfaces for the participants.

5.1.1 A formative approach

While designing the study, influence of the experimenter expectancy effect [10]

was taken into account. This is a phenomenon where the experimenter subcon-

sciously predetermines the results of the evaluation (in a way that is beneficial

to them), and unknowingly manipulates the procedure of the experiments (in

a subtle way) such that the end results become a self-fulfilling prophecy. Be-

cause the computer coordinator for the evaluation was also the designer of the

system, they could have subconsciously influenced the way that participants

completed tasks and gave feedback. Realising this, the focus of the evalua-

tion moved to one of a formative approach. Differences between how the two

software tools allowed tasks to be completed were deliberately accentuated to

establish if there were grounds for further, more rigorous experiments.

5.1.2 Experiment procedure

The evaluation study was split into three real-world scenarios for a musician.

For each scenario the participant would play the role of the musician, and

would have to complete the same tasks in both Apollo and Garageband. As

part of the role-playing, participants had to imagine that they usually would

use Apollo/Garageband for completing such tasks. The tasks were broken

down into a series of guided steps. Figure 5.1 shows an overview of the com-

plete experiment, Figure 5.2 shows the format of working through a particular

scenario. By interleaving the interviews throughout the session, the partici-
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Demonstration of both systems

Post reflection

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Questionnaire

Figure 5.1: Overview of the sessions for the experiments

Complete task in Apollo

Complete task in Garageband

Participant reads scenario

Interview participants on experiences with Garageband

Interview participants, comparing the two experiences

Interview participants on experiences with Apollo

Figure 5.2: The general format per scenario

pants feedback would be less subject to memory lapse, especially since they

could easily be overwhelmed by exposure of new concepts. Section 5.1.3 de-

scribes and discusses each scenario in turn.

Before the participants began the scenarios, an introduction of both sys-

tems was given to them. It involved a quick demonstration and some expla-

nations of the main concepts used by both systems. Furthermore, after they

completed their first scenario in each of the systems, the first question they

were asked was whether they found anything confusing (and if so, the situation

would be clarified). This ensured that the participants would understand the

concepts before making comments (on whether they were useful or not), and

comparisons.
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Figure 5.3: Data-set structure used for evaluating Apollo

In the post interview, participants were asked to reflect on how realistic

they thought each of the three scenarios were. The purpose being to help

discover/confirm whether specific features of Apollo would be useful in the real

world. See Appendix D for full list of questions asked during the interviews.

Choosing to use Apollo as the first system for participants to complete a

scenario may have had a negative influence on the feedback for Apollo. By the

time participants were to perform the same task in Garageband, they would

not have to invest as much effort in the tasks (since they would have just

performed them in Apollo) and effectively might have felt their Garageband

experience flowed more smoothly than it did in Apollo. Originally this was

why Apollo was always chosen first: so that the results might under-state the

positive feedback of musicians on hypermedia systems if anything. However

it was later realized that another approach might have been better suited, as

covered in Section 5.2.5.

Two data-sets were created for the experiments: they were musical idea

collections for Apollo and Garageband, containing the same content. The par-
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Figure 5.4: Data-set structure used for evaluating Garageband

ticipants had to imagine as if the data-sets were their personal collection of

original ideas. The same idea content was used for both systems so that tasks

would be more comparable. Figure 5.3 shows the frame hierarchy used for

Apollo’s idea collection, where the arrows represent links. All boxes represent

frames. Note that the arrow labelled “works in progress” indicates those ideas

that are considered as works in progress are contained directly on the main

ideas frame. The frameset references ideas in multiple places to help partici-

pants make the contrast of the differences between a hypermedia system and a

file system—where a file system does not support, or easily support, multiple

links to the same idea data. Figure 5.4 presents the directory structure used

for evaluating Garageband and the file system.

5.1.3 Scenarios

A total of 11 participants took part in the study, all of which were musi-

cians who usually write and/or record their musical ideas. All participants

have been, or were currently involved with playing in a band. Eight of the

participants were either using, or have used Garageband before. On average,

participants spent approximately 20.0 hours per week using a computer, of

those hours, an average of 5.6 hours were spent using track editing related

software. See Appendix C for the task sheets given to the participants: it
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provides a full list of the guided steps taken per scenario.

Capture and enrichment

In the first scenario, the following description was given to the participants:

“You have been practising some songs that you have to perform in a week’s

time. All of a sudden you get an idea for a song; a simple melody. Simple, but

precious. You decide to quickly record/scribe your idea before it is lost.” All

participants found this a realistic scenario.

In this scenario participants had to capture and enrich their ideas using

both systems. The intention of this scenario was to help answer the first

question posed for the evaluation of this project.

To keep the study moving, a well-known song was played back to the par-

ticipants as a substitute for the basis to their moment of inspiration.

Organising and structuring fuller ideas

In the second scenario, the following description was given to the participants:

“You have been working on a backing track for a song for some time now, you

have just come up with some ideas to complete your work in progress.” Ten

participants found this a realistic scenario, one who did not think they would

have enough ideas to bother with organization.

In this scenario the participants had to develop an existing idea and keep

it organised. A backing track of a well-known song was used, as if it was

their original that they had been developing (as described in the scenario).

This helped speed up the experiment since the participants could just use the

melody lines and lyrics of the well-known song.

In Apollo, the backing track populated the entire frame so that there was

no room left for any more tracks—forcing the need to use linked tracks. One

of the steps required participants to record a small effect-sample (for example

a clap) to be played in several places within their idea. In the Apollo version
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of the task it would show how linked tracks can be used for sample re-use,

and how easy it is to replace them for trying out new sounds (see Chatper 4

for more details). The intention of these steps was to help answer the third

question posed for the evaluation of this project.

Once they had finished their ideas they had to organize them. The file

system offered a limited choice compared to Apollo, as seen by comparing

Figures 5.3 and 5.4. Participants would see how they can organize their ideas

in multiple ways using Apollo. The intention of this step was to help answer

the second question posed for the evaluation of this project.

Retrieving ideas

For the final scenario, the following description was given to the participants:

“You recall an idea that you previously worked on a couple of months back,

but you cannot remember where your stored it. You want to find it to extend

it a little further, or use it for further inspiration.” Nine of the participants

found this scenario realistic. Two said that they would usually remember the

names of their ideas.

In this scenario participants had to locate existing ideas in three different

ways: browsing, text searching, and melody searching (for Apollo only).

When they had to browse for a song, a snippet of a heavy-metal track

was played to them, as if it was a general sound for which they did not know

anything textual about (for example a name). The intention of this step was

to demonstrate benefits (if any) for linking ideas in multiple places.

An Apple iBook was used for all the sessions. The iBook provided a search

facility called “spotlight.” The spotlight search is accessible directly at the

top left of the Desktop, which performs a full text search on the whole file

system when used. Users were free to instruct the coordinator to narrow the

spotlight search to index files only within the root idea directory (see Figure

5.4). However during the studies none of the participants bothered.
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The intention of this scenario was to help answer the forth question posed

for the evaluation of this project, and to get specific feedback on the partici-

pants thoughts of the melody search.

5.1.4 Collected Data

Participants first began by completing a questionnaire for gathering their back-

ground information, such as quantitative figures of their experiences with com-

puters in general, as well as prior experience using track editing related soft-

ware. The purpose of the questionnaire was to collect information useful in

helping explain results and drawing upon possible correlations in the data.

An audio recording of each evaluation session was made—using one of the

dictaphones from the diary study—for analysis, along with interview answers

written by the coordinator. All content produced in both Apollo and Garage-

band by the participants was also collected.

5.2 Results

Sessions took between one to two hours each. The general thoughts of the

participants on Apollo was that it was quick, expressive and unrestrained.

Some quotes include: “Apollo is raw,” “it seems more drafty (than Garage-

band),” “I liken it (Apollo) to a canvas,” and “(Apollo) seems more built for

a creative personality”. As well as the positive feedback there were several

common problems that the participants agreed upon, which will be discussed

in the proceeding sub sections.

5.2.1 Capturing ideas

This section presents results from the first scenario which are related to an-

swering the first question posed for this evaluation: would a musician prefer to

capture their musical moments in Apollo or traditional track editing systems?
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Expressiveness

All of the participants thought it was useful to store text together with audio

tracks. Some example usages mentioned for mixing the media together was

for associating lyrics, notes for memory cues, or chord/progression information

with audio. All except for one participant (who was unsure) thought that

vector graphics were useful for annotating/highlighting parts of an audio track.

Several participants explicitly noted how it was annoying that they had to use

a different program for storing lyrics when using Garageband.

Time-line in Apollo

Seven of the participants agreed that the audio placement should have vertical

lines for auto-snapping tracks to beats. Generally they thought that the time-

line should represent a time signature instead of seconds or minutes. The

consensus from these participants was that the audio track placement was too

free-form, especially for participants who were casual users of traditional track

editing systems.

All of the participants gave positive feedback on Apollo’s auto-resize (for

overcoming not having horizontal scroll-bars). Most of them did not notice

the auto-resize occur during their tasks. The participants thought that it

was useful because it always kept the big picture in view. Many asked how

to view the audio up close when the tracks become large. When they were

shown the expanded view they were satisfied with the auto-resize. However

one participant noted that the expanded view was flawed because it did not

compare tracks side with the same time-line, making it meaningless for side

by side comparisons (the other participants probably were not aware of this

flaw).
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Conclusions

All except for one, the participants preferred Apollo’s environment for captur-

ing musical ideas. The common reasons for preferring Apollo was that it was

quicker to get ideas out, and mostly that Apollo stored text with the audio

recordings as opposed to having to use a separate program. The one partic-

ipant who preferred Garageband was a Protools user, who did not like the

spatial feel of Apollo—favouring grids and auto-snapping.

Nine of the participants preferred Garageband for overdubbing ideas. The

main reasons was because the time-line in Apollo did not convey time signature

information and because track placement was too free-form.

5.2.2 Archiving and organising ideas

This section presents results from the second scenario which are related to

answering the second question posed for this evaluation: Would a musician

prefer a hypermedia environment or a file system for archiving and organizing

their musical ideas?

Before the participants worked on the tasks, Expeditee’s hypermedia con-

cepts were explained to them—relating frames and links to Web Pages and

URLs. All except for one participant found the frames and links concept in

Expeditee both easy to understand and useful for moving around ideas. They

generally liked how they did not have to think about files or folders. One

participant liked how Apollo only used a single window, keeping the interface

uncluttered: they described the environment as “it avoids dealing with win-

dows, it’s like opening doors rather than windows”. The participants generally

disliked how they had to managed two files in the file system for a single idea:

one file for the audio, and one for the lyrics. However, throughout all of the

scenarios many of the participants mentioned that they would probably find

Apollo difficult to use if they made too many links in their framesets.
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The one participant who disliked the environment taught students on how

to use Protools as part of their profession. They preferred working with files

because they were accustomed with file system concepts. Therefore, on a

whole, they preferred dealing with the file system rather than the hyperme-

dia environment. However nine of the participants preferred Apollo over the

file system for archiving and organizing their ideas (based on reasons just dis-

cussed), and the one remaining participant did not have a preference.

5.2.3 Comparison of hierarchical track model vs the tra-

ditional track model

This section presents results from the second scenario which are directly related

to answering the third question posed for this evaluation: How would musicians

find the hierarchical model for laying out tracks as opposed to the traditional

model?

The majority of the participants described the linking concept as grouping

tracks into a single track. Their descriptions varied, but verged on the same

thought processes. For example descriptions like “compressing”, “flattening”,

“to get more space” were used to describe the same understanding of a linked

track: that they are used to create more space on a frame.

Three participants did not explicitly say whether they found the linked

tracks useful or not. Three participants liked the linked tracks: they found the

concept of focusing on a single track at a time was useful. Five participants

did not like the concept. They describe the whole process of having to use

links as “tricky”, one participant said “it‘s like a big puzzle.” Generally they

felt that it took to much effort just to make some free space for placing more

tracks. Furthermore, they generally preferred to see as many tracks as possible

in a single view, favouring vertical scroll-bars over linking because audio tracks

were more easily accessible.
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Three participants, one of which disliked the linking concept as a whole,

thought that using linked tracks for sample re-use was valuable. They com-

mented how it was quicker to try out new effects with ease as opposed to

Garageband, where there was no choice but to manually duplicate and posi-

tion a sample to try out new sounds.

5.2.4 Idea retrieval

This section presents results from the third scenario which are directly related

to answering the forth question posed for this evaluation: Would a musician

prefer searching for their ideas within a hypermedia environment or using a

file system’s search facilities?

Browsing

Six participants preferred browsing in Apollo’s environment rather than using

the file system. They preferred Apollo because it was quicker to check whether

a link was pointing to the idea they were trying to locate; opposed to having

to wait on loading a Garageband file before they could verify whether or not

the file is what they are looking for. Another common reason for their prefer-

ence was that they could find an idea in many ways, but only if they kept it

organized.

Text searching

Three of the participants thought both systems were equally as good for per-

forming text searches against their idea collection. Seven of the participants

preferred using the file system for text searches. The main reasons were that

the spotlight search was more accessible and that it was more interactive: con-

tinuously searching while the coordinator typed the participants keywords into

the spotlight search. Unfortunately the participants preferences were based

mainly on usability aspects, which was not the focus of the study. However
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Figure 5.5: Issue discovered with searching hierarchically structured musical

ideas

two positive points were made in favour of searching text in Apollo: once

again, they found it faster to check the results in Apollo rather than having

to wait for files to load to verify whether they are the correct match. And

because none of the participants used a narrowed file search, they noted that

Apollo was superior in that only their idea collection would be indexed (by

default) as opposed to having to wade through a list of irrelevant files.

During the text search, participants had to locate an existing idea called

“Yellow Submarine.” First they would be presented a list of search results

on the terms “Yellow” and/or “Submarine” on a results frame. Figure 5.5

depicts three common cases which occurred during the experiments. The track

hierarchy constructed for the “Yellow Submarine” idea is shown on the left of

the Figure. The Figure shows the frames titles (text in the centre of the

frames), and their framename (in the top-right of the frame, refer to Chapter

3 for details). Most of the participants happened to select a result that linked

to the root frame of the idea they were trying to locate. However in some cases

participants selected a search result which indexed a child frame, for example

the frame containing the drums track as shown in Figure 5.5. Although these

participants would see “yellow submarine” on the child frames, they were

unsure whether they had really found what they were looking for because

they only could see a small part of the bigger picture. Many of them felt that
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the results should show (and provide links to) the actual song that the tracks

where part of. One participant mentioned how the file search was better in

that it shows the file-path and parent directories.

Searching in the World Wide Web does not share this issue because Web

Pages are well-designed for easy navigation. In cases where a user visits a web

page with no navigational links (and no navigational history to the visited

web page), users can use the URLs to locate the parent directories/web-pages.

However when users jump deep into a hierarchy of frames in Expeditee (from

a search result) there is no way to discover the parent frames. Three reasons

summarizes the issues for Expeditee :

• Frames are not doubly linked (because the data-model is a directed

graph, not a tree).

• It would be impractical for users to spent time creating site-map menus

for every frame (like a web page), it defeats the purpose of using Expe-

ditee for quickly documenting information.

• Framenames in Expeditee do not hold any navigation meaning like a

URL or a file path, they are unique identifiers incrementally assigned

over time.

During the third Scenario the participants made comments on how they

would find it easy to become lost amongst the frames and links. However they

were unaware of the “home” link (a link on the Apollo overlay which directs

to the users home frame).

Searching by melody

Nine of the participants found the melody search very useful. These partic-

ipants personally related to the scenario: mentioning that it is a common

problem. Most of the participants found the idea within the top ten listings

(the stronger vocalists who sang the melody line real well found a match in one
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or two clicks). One participant was not sure whether they would use it. The

remaining one participant said that it would be their last resort when wanting

to locate an idea.

The participant who did not like the melody search had to record several

queries before finding a match, even though the correct match was always

listed within the first top five-eight rankings of their queries. The problem

they experienced was the same problem posed in Figure 5.5. The melody

search was more subject to the problem than the text search because the

search listings would only output the framename and the track names for

each result. As discussed, framenames do not provide rich enough information

(unlike an URL which conveys location information). And since tracks are

usually named something generic, for example “bass” or “harmonies 1”, it

would have probably been better to output the titles of frames instead.

Two participants noted that the melody search would be particularly useful

because they tended to name their ideas as something random/abstract and/or

generic, for example “my idea 3”. Two participants said that if they scanned

through a listing of all their ideas (viewing the names of their ideas), they

would recall the name of the idea they would be looking for.

5.2.5 Limitations realized during the study

A larger data-set should have been used for fair comparisons with searching

and browsing for the two systems. When users were asked to first browse for a

particular song that they did not know the name of, but could infer the genre or

mood from the sound, they located it quickly in Apollo due to the organization

of the frameset. From their experience in Apollo they knew the name of the

song was “the insane and hardcore.” When they repeated the same step with

the file system it was trivial for them to locate the song because there was only

one folder to inspect, containing only 19 files, including the idea with the same

name as in Apollo. Participants had to imagine that they had a larger set of
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files and did not know that name of the song before giving their feedback, as

opposed to actually experiencing this lack of pre-existing information. A large

data-set and using different names for the ideas that participants had to locate

might have given different results: the participants might have been in favour

of Apollos environment for searching instead.

To make comparisons more fair between the two systems in general, it might

have been better to alternate the ordering of which system the participants

were to use first to complete a scenario.

These problems in the study would have been identified by performing sev-

eral pilot studies. Pilot studies were planned, however due to time constraints

they were not possible.

Using a different computer coordinator rather than the developer of Apollo

would have been better, as it would help reduce potential biases. Expeditee is

in the process of improving its usability, future work would may not have to

deal with a computer coordinator in order to extract participants thoughts on

the bigger questions.
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Conclusions

This report described the development of Apollo, a tool for musicians to help

them capture and organise their musical moments. Its design was guided by

a diary study and principles of HCI. The tool was used to help shed light

on evaluating the following hypothesis: would musicians use a hypermedia

environment to capture, enrich, organize and retrieve their musical ideas?

A formative user study using 11 musicians was conducted, comparing

Apollo with a traditional track editing and file system. The study seeked

to evaluate the following four questions to help answer the hypothesis:

1. Would a musician prefer to capture their musical moments in Apollo or

traditional track editing systems?

It was found that musicians would use Apollo for capturing ideas. Gen-

erally because it supports the ability to store text together with audio.

The study also revealed that some musicians would make use of vector

graphics for highlighting specific parts in an audio track. About half of

the musicians involved in the study did not like the absolute positioning

for track placement and preferred to work in a traditional snap-to-grid

environment for layering multiple tracks.

2. Would a musician prefer a hypermedia environment or a file system for
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archiving and organizing their musical ideas?

Most musicians preferred using a hypermedia system for archiving their

ideas, and keeping them organised. It was found that generally musicians

did not like how they had to deal with the file system when managing

their ideas.

3. How would musicians find the hierarchical model for laying out tracks as

opposed to the traditional model?

Despite musicians generally understanding the hierarchical model of Ex-

peditee’s environment, musicians found it cumbersome to have to struc-

ture their audio tracks in a hierarchical way for the sake of creating

space on the screen. Musicians generally found the process of structuring

seemed to become too much effort and unnecessarily complex, especially

when hierarchies became deeper than one level. However, many musi-

cians found linking of effect samples valuable (small sounds, linked one

level deep in a hierarchy)—an aspect the traditional track models do not

support.

4. Would a musician prefer searching for their ideas within a hypermedia

environment or using a file system’s search facilities?

Efforts in keeping Apollo’s responsiveness quick turned out to be worth-

while: becoming a central reason to why the musicians preferred a hyper-

media environment over a file system for browsing through their musical

ideas, whether it be browsing an organised structure or browsing a list

of search results. Musicians found the navigation process in a file system

too slow for keeping their inspiration moments fresh—having to wait on

load times while opening and closing applications to verify a match.

Musicians tended to prefer a file system for performing text searches

against their set of ideas. However their feedback on text searching was

based more on usability issues rather than the underlying concepts.
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6.1 Summary and Future Work

Collectively, the findings on the four posed questions for the evaluation study

make the case that hypermedia systems are a suitable environment for musi-

cians in managing their musical moments, subject to more rigorous indepen-

dent testing.

This project touched on new ground with the concept of hierarchically

structuring audio tracks that form a complete song. Musicians seemed to

prefer a sequential list for viewing their tracks because they could see all things

at once. From these observations, a valuable avenue of future research in this

area would be to experiment with a treeview of audio tracks.

Many musicians mentioned how valuable it would be for the ability to have

text tracks for lyrics: so that the text lines up with the audio. This opens a

window worth pursuing for discovering the different ways to merge the time

dimension with text for viewing and authoring.

Generally musicians found the melody search useful for locating existing

ideas: as it was a realistic and common problem. This indicates that it would

be worthwhile for investing in future work in idea retrieval by melody against

a personalized collection of audio. As the quality of polyphonic pitch track-

ing improves, extending the idea for indexing large MP3 collections would be

interesting.

Unfortunately Apollo was not available to the Bee Gees, Deep Purple or

Elton John during the peak of their careers. If only they had such a sys-

tem accessible to them then, who knows, maybe we would be listening to an

even more inspirational version of “Jive Talkin’,” “Smoke On The Water,” or

“Crocodile Rock.”
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Summary of the Ideas Captured

During the Diary Study

Participant Location Time Type Medium Length

number (sec)

1 Home 06:38 PM Chords, Melody Notebook NA

Lyrics

1 Home 11:30 PM Lyrics, Chords Notebook NA

1 Home - Lyrics, Chords Notebook NA

1 Home 05:00 PM Chords Audio 29

1 Home 05:10 PM Chords Audio 69

1 Home 05:20 PM Chords Audio 6

1 Home 05:30 PM Chords Audio 318

1 Home 05:40 PM Chords Audio 44

1 Home - Chords Audio 142

1 Home - Chords Audio 469

1 Home - Chords Audio 179

1 Home - Chords Audio 180

1 Home - Chords Audio 82
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Participant Location Time Type Medium Length

number (sec)

1 Home 10:00 PM Chords Audio 96

1 Home - Chords Audio 21

1 Home - Chords Audio 15

2 Bedroom 10:36:00 PM Chords Notebook NA

2 Bedroom 11:15 PM Chords, Lyrics Notebook NA

2 - - Chords Audio 69

2 - - Chords Audio 29

2 - - Chords & Singing Audio 52

3 - - Classical notation Notebook NA

3 - - Classical notation Notebook NA

3 - - Classical notation Notebook NA

4 Tertiary - 02:07 PM Chords Audio & 26

Institution Notebook

4 Tertiary - 02:08 PM Chords Audio & 38

Institution Notebook

4 Bedroom 04:05 AM Misc notes/- Notebook NA

comments

4 Bathroom 07:35 AM Lyrics Notebook NA

4 Bedroom 08:32:00 AM Lyrics Notebook NA

4 Church 03:15:00 PM Chords Audio & 78

Notebook

4 Church 03:30:00 PM Chords Audio & 73

Notebook

5 - - Lyrics Notebook NA

5 - - Lyrics Notebook NA

5 - - Lyrics Notebook NA

5 - - Melody Notebook NA

(custom notation)
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Participant Location Time Type Medium Length

number (sec)

5 - - Lyrics Notebook NA

5 - - Lyrics Notebook NA

6 Bedroom 08:00:00 PM Chords, - Notebook NA

progressions, notes

6 Kitchen 05:45:00 PM Lyrics Notebook NA

6 Bedroom 08:24:00 PM Lyrics, classical notation Notebook NA

6 Bedroom 11:45:00 PM Lyrics Notebook NA

6 Bedroom 12:35:00 PM Lyrics Notebook NA

6 Bedroom 01:00:00 AM Lyrics, Chords Notebook NA

6 Bedroom 12:45:00 AM Lyrics Notebook NA

6 Bedroom 04:26:00 PM Lyrics, Chords Notebook NA

6 Lounge 06:00:00 PM Lyrics Notebook NA

6 Bedroom 09:36:00 PM Lyrics, Arrangement Notebook NA

6 - - Chords Notebook NA

6 - - Chords & Singing Audio 33

6 - - Chords & Singing Audio 32

6 - - Singing & Melody Audio 19

6 - - Chords & Whistling Audio 7

6 - - Chords & Singing Audio 70

6 - - Chords & Singing Audio 100

6 - - Chords & Singing Audio 109

6 - - Chords & Singing Audio 56

6 - - Chords & Singing Audio 72

6 - - Chords & Singing Audio 193

6 - - Chords & Singing Audio 119
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Appendix C

Task sheet used in the user

study for the Evaluation
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Appendix D

Interview used in the user study

for the Evaluation
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